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Right up front you need to know that I am not a cook.
My mantra is: “If it takes longer to make than to eat, it ain’t happening.”
While that is my view about cooking, I am always looking for the perfect
recipe for CLE success. Fortunately, I find that many components for
the perfect recipe come from my fellow ACLEA members. At the recent
conference in Boston, I gathered a number of helpful ingredients. From
Gina Roers and Mark Rosch, I learned about Squareup.com as a way
(continued on page 3)
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President’s Letter..continued

(continued from page 1)

of handling book sales off site; from Frank Harris, I learned
about holding receptions in lieu of afternoon seminar breaks;
from Stuart Teicher and Sean Carter, I learned how to make
a podcast; and from Christopher Sharpe and Peter Berge,
I learned about Google+ hangouts. I could go on and on
but you get the drift. From these colleagues I learned the
ingredients to save money, create a better experience for my
customers, and find more efficient ways to get the job done.
While there is no substitute for the one-on-one conversations
our conferences provide, there are a number of initiatives
coming down the pike that will provide you with opportunities
to discover useful ingredients for success. Keep your eye out
for:
•
•
•
•

Mindy Fulks and Lucas Boling’s leadership in offering
podcasts or telephone meetings between conferences (let
them know if you have suggestions);
More Facebook pages, like the Marketing SIG page
created by Gina Roers;
Monthly listserv discussions from the Publications and
In-House SIGs;
Our Technology SIG co-chairs, Peter Berge and
Christopher Sharpe, working to get idea sharing off the
ground with WordPress.

I hope your appetite is ready for the high quality collaborative
products being prepared by these chefs!
So, keep your eye on the website for opportunities to
collaborate with your ACLEA colleagues and gather the
ingredients that can make your shop more successful.

I know many of you, unlike me, are excellent cooks; so as a
bonus, I am providing the recipe for Donita Douglas’s OK
(Oklahoma) Oreo Ovals:
One package of Oreo Cookies.
Crumb 5 or 6 of them at a
time in the food processor.
Dump into mixing bowl.
Add one package of
softened cream cheese.
Use your muscle and
mix, mix, mix… (You
burn off a lot of calories
doing this, so you can
eat a lot of them.) Wet
your hands and roll the
mixture into bite size or big
ovals—your preference. Freeze
for twenty minutes. Dip the ovals
in your favorite dip—melted chocolate chips, white
chocolate chips, almond bark… (Donita prefers white almond
bark). Put out on parchment paper to harden. Eat them!

P.S. If you want your favorite (easy) recipe featured in the next
newsletter please send it to me. If it is short and sweet, it may be
chosen! Samples accepted.
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The Increasing Relevance of Competency Assessment
and Quality Assurance in American Legal Education
Donald J. Polden
Donald J. Polden is Dean of Santa Clara University School of Law and
Chair of its Standards Review Committee.

In a legal landscape where law firms and other legal services
providers are slowly moving away from a lock-step to a
competency-based professional assessment model, it is
appropriate that law schools embrace and address this
shift in paradigm. Moreover, because all other professional
disciplines’ accreditation policies already articulate
competency based outcomes, a law school accredited by the
American Bar Association (ABA) should begin to consider the
value of this methodology.
In 2008, the ABA’s Standards Review Committee began a
“comprehensive review” of the Standards for Approval of
Law Schools1, a regular process required of all accreditation
agencies approved by the U.S. Department of Education.
American legal education’s accreditation review is performed
by the Council of the ABA’s Section on Legal Education and
Admission to the Bar. The Standards Review Committee
is appointed by the Council and is responsible for the
evaluation and drafting of accreditation standards and rules
of procedure. As the Standards Review Committee began
the comprehensive review, the Council requested that the
Committee consider an influential report from its Special
Committee on Outcome Measures.2
Since 2008, the Committee has developed and is proposing
new accreditations standards that will move legal education
toward a competency-based, learning outcomes approach in
law schools. These proposed new student learning outcome
accreditation standards will be submitted to the Council in
2011 and final action by the Council is expected in 2012.
In the following sections of this article, the proposed new
standards will be discussed and the attributes of the
standards identified. Then, the article will discuss the
articulated concerns with the proposed new standards and
will conclude with some general comments about how legal
education will benefit from this new focus on student learning
outcomes at a time that the legal profession enhances its use
of competency-based performance indicators.
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The Standards Review Committee’s
Proposed Standards
The Standards Review Committee’s proposed new standards3
are heavily influenced by the 2008 Report of the Outcome
Measures Committee. That report contains an extensive
examination of the use of student learning outcomes in other
professional disciplines’ accreditation policies and argues that
legal education should adopt educational policies that focus
on student learning outcomes. The report also recommends
that the Standards Review Committee reexamine the existing
Standards and Interpretations for the purpose of moving
toward a greater emphasis on outcome measures.
The existing accreditation standards do not require student
learning goals and only limited courses are required in the
curriculum (including a skills and professional responsibility
class). However, the Committee’s proposed new accreditation
standards seek to apply the lessons learned and practiced
in other disciplines’ accreditation review processes and to
move law schools toward articulation and assessment of
student learning goals and achievement levels. Specifically,
through identified learning competencies and assessments,
the proposed standards seek to enhance preparation of
law students for admission into the bar and effective and
responsible participation in the legal profession.4

Goals of the Proposed Standards
The goals of the Committee’s proposed standards on student
learning outcomes and assessment are: First, the primary
educational goal is to enhance student preparation for
entry into the legal profession. Preparation for entry into
the profession is a fundamental goal of legal education
and ensuring that approved programs have high quality
educational programs that in fact prepare graduates for
admission is an overarching goal of accreditation review.
Second, the standards seek to recognize the competencies

Competency Assessment and Quality Assurance ...continued

and knowledge imparted to students by law school faculty
who teach critical lawyering skills to students. This broad goal
recognizes that, increasingly, critical skills and competencies
are being taught at American law schools in clinical and
experiential learning courses.5 Third, the proposed standards
will permit law schools to articulate and achieve different
missions and remain flexible in order to avoid a “one size fits
all” mentality in the design of law school curricula. Fourth,
the proposed standards are not expected to significantly
increase legal education costs, create undue paperwork for
schools, be unduly difficult to administer, or be inconsistent
with standards of regional accreditation. Finally, the
standards should permit schools to recognize and respond to
anticipated changes in the legal profession and in methods of
law school instruction.

exercise of professional judgment, written and verbal
communication), and (3) professional values.

The Committee’s Proposed
Standards 302–305

Standard 303: The Curriculum

The most recent draft of the proposed student learning
goals and assessment standards reflect more than two years
of discussion and hundreds of comments by law teachers,
lawyers, and educational learning experts. The proposed
standards underwent almost a dozen changes and revisions
until the final version was prepared for Committee action in
Summer 2011. The following provides a very brief description
of each of the proposed new standards.
Standard 302: The Competencies
Standard 302 provides a significant departure from existing
accreditation approaches as it requires approved law schools
to offer a curriculum designed to produce graduates who
have attained the identified learning outcomes. Standard
302 provides that law schools identify desired learning
outcomes in the areas of (1) substantive legal knowledge,
(2) professional skills (such as legal reasoning and analysis,

This standard addresses the importance of core learning
competencies such as the acquisition of an understanding of
substantive law and theory as well as the ability to exercise
professional judgment and demonstrate formation of
professional ethical values and responsibilities to society.
The standard also identifies the goal of educating students
for understanding and mastery of the identified outcomes at
the level of an entry level practitioner. Finally, the proposed
standard does provide substantial flexibility for law schools
to identify other learning outcomes as may be consistent with
their particular mission.

Standard 303 requires that law schools offer a curriculum
that is designed to produce graduates who have attained
the learning outcomes identified in Standard 302. By and
large, the proposed standards are flexible and leave it to each
law school to determine the particular requirements of their
curricula and program of instruction.
While the standard is flexible in its implementation, there
are a few courses that are required elements of each school’s
curriculum as they are seen as essential to student success.
These include a course in professional responsibility,
advanced (i.e., after the first year) courses in legal writing,
and professional skills. Notably, the proposed standard
prescribes the types of courses that will satisfy the advanced
skills requirement—a “live client” clinic, an externship, or a
simulation style skills course.
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Competency Assessment and Quality Assurance ...continued

Standard 304: Periodic Assessment and
Feedback to Students
The purpose of Standard 304 is to provide that law schools
apply a variety of formative and summarative assessment
methods across the curriculum to provide meaningful
feedback to students. The determination of how to assess
learning outcomes is flexible and is left to the law schools.
Schools are not required to measure the level of achievement
of each student in each learning outcome.
Standard 305: Regular Reviews of the
New Curriculum
The final standard proposed places an impetus on law
schools for a regular review of the pedagogical effectiveness
of the curriculum. Additionally, the standard seeks that
law schools improve their curriculum with the goal that all
students are likely to achieve the proficiencies identified in the
learning outcomes (i.e. ensure that the goals of new Standard
302 are being met).

A Critique of the Proposed
Standards
The Committee has received a great deal of helpful
commentary and recommendations on the proposed
standards on student learning outcomes and student learning
and institutional assessment. There have been several
concerns advanced by critics. The following paragraphs
intend to provide a short description of some of the principal
concerns expressed about the proposed new standards.
Legal education is a superior professional
education system
The proposed standards are controversial and hotly debated.
Critics argue that the additional goals and standards are
not required because the legal education is different from
other professional educational systems and, therefore,
student learning goals should not be required. Surprisingly,
however, among the professional education programs (e.g.,
medicine, dentistry, architecture, etc.) in existence today, legal
education is the only professional discipline that does not
require accredited programs to articulate student learning
objectives and periodically assess achievement of such goals.
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During a recession, more accreditation
standards will increase costs of
legal education
Undoubtedly, the current economic landscape is
unprecedented in many respects, including its impact on
hiring of new lawyers. However, no substantial evidence
exists that these new student learning requirements on law
schools will increase institutional or even student costs of
attending law school. Existing resources and labor can be
used to implement the new standards as they are phased
in as an integral part of the accreditation review process.
Specifically, this would include initiatives by law schools
to design assessment approaches, an effective “roll out”
of the new policies by the ABA, and creative leadership
among ABA volunteer groups to assist in implementation
of the new standards. The Committee’s proposed student
learning and assessment standards will be accompanied by a
recommendation to the Council that the new requirements be
phased in over a multi-year time period to provide law schools
with ample time to design and initiate their learning goals
and assessment programs.
Regional accreditation is already complex
and the new standards will complicate
curricular planning
Although the proposed accreditation standards will create
a new set of issues that schools will be faced with, these
standards provide for flexibility in approaches by individual
schools and are not prescriptive with respect to how schools
meet the assessment requirements. Given that the proposed
standards leave to each law school to determine what
its curriculum will be, there is no burdensome qualitative
requirement. This means that schools can fashion their
curriculum to meet the new standards without having to
evaluate strict levels of achievement of each student in each
learning outcome. Instead, it is likely that the new standards
will lead to the development of expertise within each school’s
leadership (i.e. Associate Deans, curriculum committees).
In recent years, law schools have been required to prepare
assessment and student learning outcome programs by
their university’s regional accreditation agencies. Complying
with these university requirements has been difficult for law
schools because many of the compliance requirements do not
relate clearly to professional discipline education programs.

Competency Assessment and Quality Assurance ...continued

It remains to be seen whether approved law schools will be
able to satisfy regional accreditation learning outcome and
program assessment requirements by meeting the ABA’s new
policies, but it appears likely that the proposed standards
should meet those regional agency requirements.
How can schools determine the skills,
knowledge, and professional values needed
by “entry level practitioners”?
The overriding goal of the proposed standards is to prepare
law students for entry into the profession by developing
educational programs geared to student acquisition of
skills and abilities necessary for success as an entry level
practitioner. This goal anticipates the development of
learning and professional development approaches in legal
education similar to what law firm professional development
professionals are doing in law practice. Importantly, law
school implementation of the proposed learning outcomes
standards will require interaction between the law schools,
law firms (especially their professional development and
hiring partners), corporate counsel offices, and judges to
determine the competencies that entry level practitioners
in the area must possess and be able to demonstrate. The
implementation of this plan will be gradual and will be a
multi-year process requiring support by the accreditation
agency.

Conclusion—The Future
Shifting towards a competency-based model is an important
and necessary change in legal education accreditation and in
law school curricula design. While both the legal landscape
and other professional disciplinary programs indicate that
this method of assessment and competency education is an
industry and professional norm, it will present challenges to
law schools and their faculty and administration. If the law
schools’ leaders and educators reach out to the vast network
of professionals to learn more about the target of their
educational goals—competence of core lawyering skills and
values by entry level practitioners—the movement toward
a curriculum stressing student learning outcomes will be
successful.

NOTES:
1. http://www.americanbar.org/groups/legal_education/
resources/standards.html
2. http://apps.americanbar.org/legaled/committees/
subcomm.html
3. The most recent draft was discussed at the April 2011
meeting of the Standards Review Committee. It can
be located at: http://apps.americanbar.org/legaled/
committees/Standards%20Review%20documents/
April%202011%20Meeting/Report%20of%20
Subcommittee%20on%20Student%20Learning%20
Outcomes%20(redline%20to%20Standards).pdf
4. At the inception of the comprehensive review,
the Standards Review Committee identified the
fundamental goals of accreditation review and linked
them to the purposes of American legal education.
The document emphasizes the importance of student
learning objectives as a core issues in accreditation
quality assurance review. See, Statement of Principles of
Accreditation and Fundamental Goals of Legal Education
http://apps.americanbar.org/legaled/committees/
Standards%20Review%20documents/Principles%20
and%20Goals%20Accreditation%205%206%2009.pdf.
5. In the past few years, a number of significant reports
have been published on the subjects of law school
pedagogy, necessary improvements to the core
law school curriculum, the emerging experiential
learning courses and programs, and the professional
apprenticeships needed by law students. See, William
M. Sullivan, Anne Colby, Judith Welch Wegner,
Lloyd Bond & Lee S. Shulman, Educating Lawyers:
Preparation for the Profession of Law (Carnegie
Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching 2007);
Roy Stuckey, et all, BEST PRACTICES FOR LEGAL
EDUCATION I: A VISION AND A ROAD MAP (Clinical
Legal Education Association 2007).
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Member Moment
Pat Nester
Director, Professional Development
Division, State Bar of Texas

Professionally—

Technologically speaking—

Brief bio:

Never leave home without: (1) iPhone; (2) New iPad
(You’ve got to get one of these).

•
•
•
•
•
•

Recent victory: Made it through the Great Recession okay.
Latest challenge: Making it through the alleged recovery
from the Great Recession okay.
In my pre-CLE life, I was: A social science researcher and
journalism teacher at the University of Texas and a
part-time lawyer.
What brought me to CLE: Either (1) I had from early
childhood focused all my energies on building the formidable
skills needed to move up the ranks and become a top CLE
executive or (2) the soft money I was working on at UT dried
up and I answered a want ad.
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r.com

On my wish list:
My starving-artist son’s
art T-shirt business
going viral. See...

-neste

•

Favorite software: The combo email feature on the
iPhone/iPad that gives you emails from all your different
accounts on one list. Or the La Di Da app, which helps me
sing like Lou Rawls.

axvoss

•
•

Started with State Bar as a legal editor in (oh God) 1978.
Switched to seminars in 1980 after legal editing proved
too hard.
Read all the time (former English major) .
Live with wife and daughter on the Blue Fire Moon horse
ranch in the Texas Hill Country near Austin.
Am a huge ACLEA fan and have served in lots of positions
and made lots of presentations.
Was planning chair and moderator for CLE Summit in
2009.
Play 4.0 tennis doubles at least twice a week.
Keep 12,000 bees in a top bar hive. Probably no honey
this year—too dry.
While president of the Driftwood Community
Improvement Club, mediated a dispute between the
Driftwood Methodists and the Driftwood Baptists.
Used to sing and write songs for the ACLEA Review.
Depend mightily on the kindness of others—mostly my
wonderful staff.

Must see website:
www.physorg.com

www.m

•

Personally—
Recent good read: The Shallows by Nicholas Carr
Favorite past time: (As a recovering editor, I believe
this should say “pass time”). Eating meals with good
conversationalists.
Date you never miss: Wimbledon finals (on TV, alas)—and of
course key birthdays and anniversaries.
Dream vacation: Tour of old Europe with Rick Steves.
Just waiting for the call.
Words to live by:
The gray and startlingly white-collared tennis court cat,
Reclines, next court, with a satisfied gaze
Regarding the urgencies and epithets of the sweating men
Straining and hacking out this steamy hour
Some inscrutable satisfaction,
Not sublime by half as the languorous stretch along the baseline
She posts on the scorecard of the half-moon night.

ACLEA’s Winners—2011 Awards
Edwin Jackson
Edwin Jackson is currently
Publications Director at BNA
located in Arlington Virginia,
a position he has held since
April 2011.

At a great hotel in a great city, ACLEA celebrated its best
with the 2011 ACLEA Awards in July. This year, ACLEA had
a record number of entries in several categories. When the
dust settled, there were 21 awards handed out in five different
categories.
Roy Ginsberg, Awards Committee Co-Chair, started things
off right, thanking all the “usual suspects” in advance for the
winners. This year, there was a nice mix of organizations that
had never won before and some organizations won multiple
awards in different categories.
In fact, special mention should be made of four organizations
who each won at least two awards! Colorado Bar Association
CLE, Inc. won the top award in three categories—
technology, public interest, and publications. An amazing
accomplishment! This organization had never before won
an ACLEA award, but they certainly made up for it all at
once! The Illinois State Bar won the top award in programs
and an award in public interest. Massachusetts Continuing
Legal Education Inc. won awards in both the publications
and technology categories, and the Institute for Continuing
Legal Education (Michigan) won for both publications and
marketing.

Prior to that he was Publications Director at Virginia CLE from
November 2006 through March 2011, and Senior Director of
Publications at LexisNexis where he worked for 12 years. Edwin
has worked with hundreds of authors in many different practice
areas and has been attending ACLEA meetings since 2000—
only missing one meeting over that time period.

In 2010, changes were made to the awards to allow for
smaller organizations to have their own category in several
areas. Based on the record number of submissions, it appears
these changes have encouraged member organizations to
submit their materials in increasing numbers, which made it
harder than ever to pick winners!
If you were to ask the people who have won awards in the
past what their “secret” is to winning, most would say “work
hard on the materials that accompany your submission.”
Often, a well-crafted summary of the project which addresses
all of the questions and requirements is the key to success.
Although every project stands on its own, pointing out the
special aspects of a given project may be what tips the scales
and makes the difference between a great submission (all of
them are great) and a winning submission.

Thanks both to everyone who submitted and
to all the judges for taking the time to
review and judge the entries in all
five categories.
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ACLEA’s Winners—2011 Awards...continued

Below is a list of winners and projects by category:
Programs

Public Interest

Large Organizations:

Award of Professional Excellence:

Award of Professional Excellence:

Colorado Bar Association CLE—Senior Law Day Project

Illinois State Bar—Faculty Development Series

Awards of Outstanding Achievement:

Awards of Outstanding Achievement:

Illinois State Bar Association—Pro Bono Basics for Assisting
Youth in Need

CLE Society of British Columbia—New Civil Rules
Pennsylvania Bar—Medical School for Lawyers

Holland & Knight—A Judicial Perspective on Legal Writing

Small Organizations:

Marketing

Award of Professional Excellence:

Award of Professional Excellence:

Legal Education Society of Alberta—Rules of Court Program
Awards of Outstanding Achievement:

North Carolina Bar—50 Critical Family Law Cases

Pennsylvania Bar Institute—Facebook Page for 3rd and 4th
Law Practice Management and Development Institute
Awards of Outstanding Achievement:

Knoxville Bar Association—Law Practice Today Expo

Institute of Continuing Legal Education (Michigan)—Fall
Book Sales

Publications

American Law Institute—American Bar Association:
Daily Deals

Large Organizations:
Award of Professional Excellence:

Technology

Continuing Education of the Bar (California)—California Wage
and Hour Law and Litigation

Award of Professional Excellence:

Awards of Outstanding Achievement:

Awards of Outstanding Achievement:

Institute of Continuing Legal Education (Michigan)—Real
Property Taxes in Michigan

BNA—Labor and Employment Law Resource Center

Massachusetts CLE—A Practical Guide to Discovery and
Depositions in Rhode Island
Small Organizations:
Award of Professional Excellence:

Colorado Bar Association CLE—Residential Construction Law
in Colorado, Third Edition
Awards of Outstanding Achievement:

CLE Alabama—Alabama Probate Law and Procedure:
The Administration of Estates
Oregon State Bar—Rights of Foreign Nationals
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Colorado Bar Association CLE—CBA-CLE Legal Connection

Massachusetts CLE—EBooks

Delegation Dynamics
Cynthia Sharp, Esq.
Cynthia Sharp, Esquire, director of CLE at The Sharper Lawyer, is a professional CLE instructor and attorney
business coach. She can be reached at 609 923 1017 or at cindy@thesharperlawyer.com.

“Many hands make light work.” -John Heywood
Most people agree with the general concept that more work
can be accomplished by a team than by an individual working
alone. Effective managers focus on the highest and best
utilization of the organization’s most valuable resource—
the talent pool. They are capable of leveraging their own
talents by delegating projects and tasks to strong support
staff. By relying on employees, managers should have more
time to devote to other high-level activities such as strategic
planning, project design, implementation of key initiatives,
and ensuring that operations are running smoothly.
Certainly, that is the ideal. However, the reality is that most
managers could benefit from a reminder of the elements
involved in effective delegation. If you have projects on your
agenda that you can’t seem to find the time to implement,
learning how to involve your staff from the beginning may
help pave the way for increased productivity overall.
This article outlines the fundamentals of the delegation
process, explores the syndrome of “delegation reluctance,”
identifies typical unproductive behaviors, and ultimately
challenges the reader to implement the suggestions that
follow.

Setting the Stage
Managers and employees alike can most easily thrive in an
office culture based on open communication and interchange.
Delegation takes place most effectively in this type of
atmosphere.
If you are employed by an organization that has established
human resources policies you are fortunate, as most of
the suggestions set forth in this section are probably in
place. However, many smaller offices do not have an HR
professional on staff, and consequently, have undeveloped or
long-forgotten policies and procedures. The following simple
foundational tools can provide structure for an atmosphere
conducive to productive delegation.
•

Organizational Chart—A well defined hierarchy removes
uncertainty regarding authority and accountability. An
organizational chart allows you to delineate teams with
clear responsibilities, titles, and lines of authority. Even
the smallest organization will benefit from this tool. It
is particularly useful in clarifying the chain of command
when a change in staff occurs.

•

Staff Meetings—Regularly held staff meetings engage
the team in advancing the organization’s objectives.
Following a template agenda will assist the manager in
conducting a structured and tightly run meeting which
will provide a forum for:
•

Having regular and open discussion of office
procedures and issues,

•

Reviewing the status of projects to determine if
timelines are being met,

•

Identifying problems and creating solutions,

•

Keeping a finger on the pulse of staff morale, and

•

Celebrating team successes. Who doesn’t love
recognition?
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Delegation Dynamics...continued

The meeting should end with a review of the action steps
to be taken before the next meeting in order to keep
initiatives on track. A team member with note-taking
responsibility should distribute the minutes as a reminder
of individual responsibilities.
•

•

Standard Operating Procedure Manual—Making an
investment in developing a detailed Standard Operating
Procedure (SOP) manual will save countless hours in the
long run. A set of written instructions which document
routine or repetitive activities provides staff with a
valuable resource and can greatly decrease training time.
Culture of Trust—Encourage staff to report mistakes or
ask questions without fear of unreasonable retribution.
This allows you to remedy the error at the earliest
possible time and, ideally, turn it into a lesson learned.
Obviously, disciplinary action may be necessary if an
employee makes persistent or egregious errors.

The Fundamental Process

granted and breadth of freedom permitted with respect to
choice of strategies and methods. An objective of this type of
delegation is the employee’s professional development.
The following process is designed to provide guidance and
contribute to a successful delegation:
•

Clearly define the responsibility to be assigned and
select the appropriate individual for the job.

•

Explain the importance and relevance of the assignment.
Respect your staff member’s role as part of a cohesive
team. Don’t be surprised if they offer useful suggestions
that improve the efficiency or ultimate outcome.

•

Outline with specificity the required results and clearly
delineate how you will determine when the assignment
has been successfully completed.

•

Be explicit about the level of authority you are granting.
What decisions, judgments and commitments can the
employee make on their own?

•

Discuss the staff member’s capabilities. Provide them
with any training material, manuals or prototypes
that give appropriate background and step-by-step
instructions, particularly if the responsibility being
assigned represents new territory. Other team members
may be appropriate resources as well.

•

Agree to specific deadlines, e.g., when the final project
is due. Set timeframes for review of various phases of
an ongoing project. Confirm with the employee that the
timeframes are realistic. Ask if they have other deadlines
that would interfere with this project.

•

Confirm, in writing if necessary, that the employee has
a clear understanding of the previous points. Ask that
they repeat the nature and scope of the assignment to
minimize misunderstandings and reinforce commitment.
The level of accountability must be made explicit.

•

Support and communicate, being available for
review and even encouragement. Employees may feel
embarrassed or afraid to reveal their lack of knowledge
about a subject or task. Reassure them that you are
happy to answer any questions they might have.

•

Give feedback to let the person know how they fared
with the assignment and whether your carefully outlined
expectations were met. If expectations were not met,

Delegation is simply the act of assigning responsibility for a
task or project for which the delegator generally has ultimate
accountability.
The most basic delegation involves assigning a task with the
expectation that instructions will be followed precisely. If no
authority is given and no latitude is allowed, professional
growth is neither expected nor sought. A manager can
accomplish a successful delegation of this kind by being
exceedingly clear as to the parameters of the task. Providing
feedback is the second, and most likely final, step in this
simple process.
•

•

Example of basic delegation: “Please leave for the bank
at 2:00 pm and make this deposit. When you return to
the office, give the deposit slip to the bookkeeper.”
Examples of feedback (depending on performance):
“Thank you.” or “Why didn’t you return to the office after
you went to the bank?”

The most challenging delegation holds an employee
responsible for a specific outcome. The staff member’s
knowledge and experience determine the extent of authority
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Delegation Dynamics...continued

review any shortfalls and explain how the outcome could
have been improved. Immediate feedback is essential to
promote professional growth.
•

Learn from mistakes. Sometimes employees make
mistakes while carrying out a delegated responsibility.
When this happens, determine what went wrong and
apply the lesson to create a better result next time.

•

Discourage upward delegation. Be sensitive to an
employee’s attempt to shift responsibility back to you,
or otherwise to “delegate upward.” Offer guidance
where needed, but make sure you don’t cross the fine
line between extending support and motivation to an
employee to help them grow and learn, and reassuming
responsibility for the delegated task.

•

Watch out for re-delegation. Be ever watchful of
an employee who re-delegates tasks or palms off an
assignment to a co-worker because she doesn’t want
to do it. Believe me, it does happen, it is not fair, and
it is inefficient. Make sure your employees understand
that your input is required before they recruit peers for
assistance.

Delegation Reluctance
According to an English proverb, “Old habits die hard.”
Some managers have long subscribed to the “go-it-alone
pioneer” mentality and spend (or waste) countless hours
performing tasks appropriate for a capable staff member.
They suffer from delegation reluctance (DR) syndrome and
will often cite the following reasons for their working style:
•

Nobody can do it as well as I can. The fact that
the manager retains ultimate accountability for the
project can be the reason for DR. The person may
fear that a mistake will be made and can be heard to
say: “If you want something done right, do it yourself.”
Indeed, the transfer of a task does involve a degree
of risk. However, one role of the manager is to teach,
motivate, and provide feedback to employees in the
context of an effective and responsible delegation. If the
lack of confidence is well founded because of a prior,
unfavorable experience with the staff member, and
additional past training has not proven beneficial, it may

be time to review whether retaining the employee will
be productive.
•

I haven’t got enough time to delegate. The thinking is:
“It will take more time to teach the staff member how to
do the task than to do it myself.” If the manager already
possesses the requisite skill and knowledge to complete
a one-time task, an investment in training does not make
sense. However, teaching or documenting a repetitive
task is a wise investment of time and effort.

•

The employee may resent my delegating this task.
A manager may not want to impose and may fear that
employees will resent being asked to take on certain
types of tasks. To the contrary, an effective manager
has little hesitation in passing downstream tasks that
she would otherwise handle personally. Well informed
employees understand the organization’s hierarchy and
willingly accept assignments from their supervisors. An
employee with an attitude problem that gets in the way
of cooperating presents another set of concerns beyond
the scope of this article.

•

I’m not sure I have the authority to delegate.
Reviewing the organizational chart and chatting with a
manager’s own supervisor can clear up this mystery.

Problematic Delegation Styles
There are two problematic delegation styles:
micromanagement and procrastination. A manager who
exhibits either of these delegation styles may want to take
an inward look and consider whether a change in style could
benefit the organization, coworkers, and themselves. While
these firmly entrenched habits are not easy to change,
awareness is the first step.
•

Micromanagement. Micromanagers are often found
looking over their secretary’s shoulder—presumably
to make sure they are not misspelling any words while
typing. Managers with a tendency for micromanaging will
frequently listen to their secretary’s phone conversations,
ostensibly to make sure the secretary is conveying the
correct message to the customer, client, or vendor.
While reasonable oversight is a critical component of the
delegation process, micromanagement is detrimental on
many levels. Organizations that employ micromanagers
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Delegation Dynamics...continued

are essentially paying for two people to be involved in a
task that can be accomplished (at least in large part) by
one person alone. Moreover, the confidence and morale
of the person being overwatched is undermined when
their manager lacks trust in their judgment or ability to
work independently. Equally troublesome, staff members
who are micromanaged often are deprived of the
experience necessary for professional development.
•

Procrastination. Procrastinators put off many tasks, even
delegation. The procrastinating manager’s employees
are frequently saddled with last minute “emergencies”
because projects that could have been assigned long
ago are hoarded. The manager is guilty of committing a
“dump and run” (D&R).
Victims of dump and run (D&R) (otherwise known as
drive-by delegations) report the following scenarios:
•

They have not been given any information as to how
the assignment fits into the big picture;

•

They have received vague and unclear instructions,
and perhaps even a set of cryptic notes;

•

They have no understanding as to what is expected;

•

They lack the skill set that is necessary to complete
the project;

•

They have no idea where to turn for guidance; and/or

•

The manager is unavailable as a resource for
clarification, direction, or support.

Valuable time is wasted while employees spin their wheels
in frustration, trying to figure out a task for which they lack
fundamental training. If there is a pressing deadline (and
there usually is) the manager must either re-delegate the
project as a rush job or do it personally. Of course, the
ideal outcome would be for the manager to identify this as

a learning opportunity, make use of available delegation
strategies to train the staff member, and assign the staff
member to draft an SOP.
Sometimes, a D&R takes place because the manager lacks
the capacity to complete the project and, moreover, is
unaware of the resources needed to produce a quality job.
Instead of requesting help from supervisors or working as
part of a collaborative team with an employee, the manager
commits a D&R.

Get Started Today!
Skilled delegators enjoy the benefits of a productive office.
They are freed up for work activities that require the use of
their highest and best capabilities. Furthermore, employees
develop and are able to contribute more to the welfare of the
organization.
ACLEA members who attended the 47th annual meeting in
Boston and wish to work on their delegation skills have the
perfect opportunity. Most of us have not yet implemented
many of the countless ideas shared by our colleagues.
Although we were all well intentioned, other pressing
priorities got in the way after we returned home, and the
notes, materials, and tools remain untouched.
Why not take just one of these projects off the shelf?
Approach it with a delegation state of mind, considering the
tools provided in this article. With the right plan in place,
your team can accomplish the required tasks and your
organization will reap the rewards of progress.
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How I Got Here: My Backward Career
By Gaye Mara
Evelyn Gaye Mara is Publisher and Managing Editor of PD Quarterly and is currently based in Alexandria,
Virginia. She and her husband Andy are searching for a sunny acre in the mid-Atlantic to retire and to fill with
gardens. She can be reached at maraeg@profdev.com.

Are you one of those people who has
known from childhood what you
wanted to do in life?
Well, I thought I did, but things didn’t work out that way. Like
many women of my generation, I expected to get married
and spend most of my time raising kids and grandkids—work
was just a placeholder. So I more or less backed into attorney
professional development by just going where circumstances
took me, while always expecting to drop out. Only later, after I
was already pretty well set on my backward career path, did it
occur to me to turn around and face forward, to set goals and
make plans.
I almost didn’t make it to college. At the end of my junior year
of high school, my stepfather died after a long battle with
cancer. My mother, left with three much younger children
and a limited income, encouraged me to prepare to support
myself. So even though I was on the “college prep” track,
my senior year classes included typing and shorthand. A
fortunate choice as it turned out.
Thanks to scholarships, loans, and secretarial jobs that paid
better than most work available to students, I was able to
complete two years of college at Georgetown’s School of
Foreign Service (Class of 1964). My dream then—certainly not
a plan in any realistic sense—was to become the next Clare
Boothe Luce, whose accomplishments included the Italian
ambassadorship and who was the only career woman I had
heard anything about. But in my sophomore year of college I
was stunned to find out that in those days the Foreign Service
hired women only for secretarial jobs and would not promote
them into the diplomatic corps (Luce’s wealth and political
connections let her skip past that part). Plus, I was in love. So I
got married and left school.

How did you “back into” professional
development from there?
My first marriage broke up and, as the newly single parent
of two toddlers, I became a “Kelly Girl,” doing temporary
secretarial work. That inevitably took me into law firms
(a major industry here in DC) and ultimately into a job as
legal secretary to William Simon of Howrey & Simon. Bill
Simon was a superb trial lawyer and my first career mentor;
he taught me what it meant to be a true professional and
supported me in taking on more responsibility.
The opportunity to do so arose in early 1977, when the firm
discovered it had failed to hire any first-year or summer
associates the previous fall. It seems that the hiring partner,
who was responsible for making all the employment offers,
had never gotten around to them because he had been tied
up in a lengthy trial. His was the only centralized aspect of
the firm’s recruiting program then; each law school was the
responsibility of a different partner, usually an alum, who
conducted the campus interviews, decided on the callbacks,
and set up the in-house interviews. After that year’s hiring
debacle, the partners decided to centralize the entire program
under a full-time manager and invited me to take the job,
which I was thrilled to do.
Recruiting led to training because the first year and summer
associates needed it and there was no one else to do it. So
I put together a summer associate manual and orientation
program, which morphed into an associate manual and
program. Then I researched and proposed a firm-wide
training program—this was in 1981, when such things were
just starting to emerge in law firms.
In the meantime, the Reagan Administration took office
and stopped enforcing the antitrust laws; because Howrey’s
bread and butter was antritrust defense, this left the firm in a
desperate condition. The other big antitrust firm in town went
bust. Howrey scrambled over the next few years, successfully
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How I Got Here...continued

as it turned out, to reinvent itself as a complex litigation
firm. In the midst of all that, it was not possible to generate
any energy or commitment around developing a training
program. To Howrey’s credit, however, they preserved my job
even though the firm was not hiring.
In the meantime, I had remarried and finished my
undergraduate degree at night. I loved training and wanted
to do more of it, and Howrey really didn’t need my services
or my salary. Steptoe & Johnson1 had a fledgling firm-wide
training program and was looking for someone to manage
it and the associate evaluation program. I joined that firm in
1983; I believe I was the first full-time, non-lawyer professional
development manager in the country. I also embarked on
graduate studies in human resource management and
development (my husband embarked on learning to cook).
In 1989 Miller & Chevalier offered me my dream job,
managing all its existing attorney programs—campus and
lateral hiring and performance appraisals—and creating a
new firm-wide attorney development program (a combination
I suppose would now be called talent management). At that
time, the firm had fewer than 100 lawyers, the majority of
them partners. So, despite my expanded responsibilities, it
was a truly hands-on position with a great deal of personal
involvement. Even better, the partners were as learningoriented as the associates, so I had to expand my repertoire
of training and development approaches beyond classroomtype instruction and mentor programs to include such things
as individual coaching and facilitated small-group exchanges.

Why wasn’t this dream job your final
stopping point?
All three of my law firm jobs were firsts, both for me and the
firm. In each one I got to build and fine-tune a new program.
In each I found that, once everything was up and running
smoothly and most of my daily tasks involved maintenance, I
got bored. Consulting seemed like a natural career transition
for me, and in 1994 I hung out a shingle as Professional
Development Services, with Miller & Chevalier as my first
client.
Over the years I’ve had some wonderful PD consulting
experiences with Miller and other organizations such as Akin
Gump, Wilmer Cutler & Pickering (now WilmerHale), White
Svikhart & Associates (predecessor of Shannon & Manch), the
Coca-Cola Legal Division, and the New York Public Library.
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A friend who had preceded me into consulting advised me to
set up some regular source of dependable revenue, however
small. So one of my first projects was to start a subscription
publication called The Capital CLE Calendar, mostly a listing
by topic of upcoming live CLE programs in the DC area with
a few PD-related articles that I wrote myself thrown in. Over
time that evolved into two separate publications, the journal
PD Quarterly (renamed in 2010 from Professional Development
Quarterly) and a web-based Capital CLE Calendar listing live
CLE programs in ten major metropolitan areas across the U.S.

What brought you to ACLEA
and In the Loop?
The CLE calendar gave me a reason to join ACLEA. And as a
way to contribute to the organization, working on In the Loop
seemed like a good fit. Nora Crandall was editor then; at the time
it seemed that one must go to one’s grave as the editor unless
one could persuade a successor to step in. Luckily for Nora, Dawn
McKnight did step in. And luckily for Dawn and then me, ACLEA
put the newsletter into its regular committee rotation so now ITL
has co-editors with staggered two-year terms. We didn’t really
have a committee, however, so when I became the senior coeditor I decided to recruit one that was broadly representative of
the membership. Out of that great committee came a lot of ideas
for revamping the ITL format, and the wonderful graphics team
at West converted our enthusiastic but rather vague aspirations
into the format you see today.

What lies ahead for you?
I’m easing into retirement now and a new career as a certified
Master Gardener. I shut down my consulting practice in 2009,
and the CLE calendar in 2010. I still enjoy putting out PD
Quarterly and it’s about the right workload for me now—every
three months I work hard for a few weeks, and the rest of the
year only sporadically, which lets me spend a lot of time with
family and in the garden.
Funny how all my preferred endeavors have been about
growing things. I loved helping to raise my three younger
siblings and then my own two kids. I loved helping young
lawyers grow as professionals and in some small way helping
the firms I’ve worked with grow as organizations. I’ve always
loved gardening, too, and I’m volunteering in a public garden
and giving presentations on edible gardening as well as
tending my own plantings.

How I Got Here...continued

Any observations about the present
state of law firms and the legal
profession?
I was tremendously sad to see Howrey dissolve earlier this
year. The managing partner during my time there, Hal Baker,
had a rare combination of talents: exceptional business
vision (we had computer automation by the late ‘70s, and a
large paralegal staff even earlier) and a gift for laughter and
friendship and for inspiring trust and loyalty. I don’t believe
the firm would have failed under him; indeed, he kept it
together during those terrible transition years in the ‘80s to
produce a litigation powerhouse. I think his successors may
have forgotten that there are things even more crucial to
success than the financial numbers. Something we would all
do well to remember.

During all my time working in and with law firms, it seemed to
me that hiring, professional development, and performance
management should all be integrated into a common
framework of performance expectations; that is, understanding
what a firm’s lawyers need to be able to do, and how well,
should determine the firm’s hiring criteria, developmental
goals, and performance standards. So I was excited to work
with Steve Chitwood at GWU on an early research-based
associate competency model. It is now very satisfying to see
firms’ growing emphasis on such models and their logical
extension into legal education and CLE, and the great work
that ACLEA and ALI-ABA have been doing in support of that.
NOTE:
1. The DC-based firm; there is another firm of the same
name based in West Virginia which was once affiliated
with it.

While we at ITL are sad to see Gaye leave ACLEA and the
newsletter committee, we are excited for her as she begins the
next chapter of her very interesting life!
All the best, Gaye!
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Meet the Execs!
ACLEA’s Executive Committee: 2011-2013
PRESIDENT

Director at Large

Lisa Deane
State Bar of Arizona
4201 N. 24th Street, Suite 200
Phoenix, AZ 85016-6288
602/340-7316
Fax: 602/416-7516
email: lisa.deane@staff.azbar.org

Una Marie Doyle
The College of Law
Level 7, St. James Centre
111 Elizabeth Street
Sydney, NSW 2000 Australia
612/9223-0761
Fax: 612/9223-7377
email: udoyle@collaw.edu.au

TERM ENDS AUGUST 2012

PRESIDENT-ELECT

TERM ENDS AUGUST 2012

Director at Large

Roger B. Curlin III
Carlton Fields, P.A.
4221 W. Boy Scout Boulevard,
Suite 1000
Tampa, Florida 33607-5780
813/229-4358
Fax: 813/229-4133
email: rcurlin@carltonfields.com

TERM ENDS AUGUST 2012

SECRETARY

Director at Large

Donita Bourns Douglas
Oklahoma Bar Association
1901 N. Lincoln Blvd.
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73105
405/416-7028
Fax: 405/416-7092
email: donitad@okbar.org

Raymond Lee
Continuing Legal Education
Society of B.C.
#500-1155 West Pender St.
Vancouver, BC V6E 2P4 Canada
604/893-2112
Fax: 604/669-9260
email: raymondl@cle.bc.ca

TERM ENDS AUGUST 2012

TREASURER

TERM ENDS AUGUST 2012

Karen D. Lee
Oregon State Bar
PO Box 231935
Tigard, OR 97281
503/431-6382
Fax: 503/968-4456
email: klee@osbar.org
Director at Large
TERM ENDS AUGUST 2013

Sean Carter
Lawpsided Seminars
3620 N. Paseo Del Sol
Mesa, AZ 85207
480/262-2653
Fax: 877/778-3847
email: lawpsided@msn.com
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TERM ENDS AUGUST 2012

Jennifer L.C. Flynn
Legal Education Society of Alberta
#2610, 10104—103 Avenue
Edmonton, Alberta T5J 0H8 Canada
780/420-1988
Fax: 780/425-0885
email: Jennifer.flynn@lesa.org

TERM ENDS AUGUST 2013

Director at Large
TERM ENDS AUGUST 2013

Gregory J. Smith
JDCLE
Louisville, CO 80027
303/910-0871
email: gsmith@jdcle.com
Executive Director
Donna J. Passons
President, Texas Institute of
Continuing Legal Education
P.O. Box 4646
Austin, TX 78765
512/453-4340
fax: 512/451-2911
e-mail: donna@clesolutions.com

Kindest Thanks to the Sponsors and
Exhibitors from ACLEA’s Boston Meeting!
ABA Law Practice Management Section

Casemaker

http://www.americanbar.org/groups/law_practice_
management.html

http://www.lawriter.net

Lindsay Dawson
321 N Clark St.
Chicago, IL 60654
lindsay.dawson@americanbar.org
ABA Law Practice Management Section (LPM) is the
resource legal professionals need to successfully manage
a law practice. LPM supplies practicing attorneys and legal
professionals alike with information and resources in the
areas of marketing, management, technology, and finance.

Affinity-HMU Consulting
http://www.affinityconsulting.com
Paul Unger
1405 Dublin Rd., Suite 100
Columbus, OH 43016
punger@affinityconsulting.com
Affinity Consulting has been helping our clients automate
their law practices for over ten years. The needs of our clients
continuously drive the content within our CLE seminar
portfolio to be targeted to the most immediate needs of
the legal community. We provide relevant, practical and
entertaining CLE seminars in plain English focused on law
practice management and legal technologies. Whenever
possible, actual technology is demonstrated live. We have a
catalog of 50+ topics we speak on—all of which have already
received CLE approval in one or more states.

BeaconLive
http://www.beaconlive.com
Scott Bradshaw
6 Eastman Place, Ste 300
Melrose, MA 02176
sbradshaw@beaconlive.com

Linda Franklin
3401 Montcrest Rd.
Columbia, SC 29201
lfranklin@lawriter.net
Casemaker offers federated search of case law, codes,
statutes and CLE materials, hyperlinked and integrated
including presentation and management of video streaming.

CLE Netshows
http://www.clenetshows.com
Stuart Teicher and Sean Carter
2 Winchester Dr, Ste 201
East Brunswick, NJ 08816
stuart@clenetshows.com
CLE Netshows provides cutting edge online CLE content to
premiere providers who seek to distinguish themselves in a
crowded marketplace. It’s the shows!

Copper Conferencing
http://www.copperconferencing.com
BJ Bates
12202 Airport Way, Suite 140
Brownfield, CO 80021
sales@copperconferencing.com
Have you met BJ? Talk to BJ to get your ACLEA-approved
audio and web conferencing solution with exclusive pricing
just for ACLEA members. At Copper Conferencing we
work with you to find a conferencing solution that fits your
business needs. And, our easy-to-use online customer portal
gives you 24/7 access to recordings, reports, billing codes
and much more. Contact BJ at 866.903.7521 or sales@
copperconferencing.com.

BeaconLive partners with its customers to produce
professional webinars, webcasts, and on demand solutions,
specializing in continuing education. Beyond providing state
of the art technology, your dedicated professional services
team facilitates all the details of your events to ensure
flawless execution. BeaconLive becomes you partner and
extension of your team.
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CRM Culture

The Galan Law Firm, P.C.

http://www.crmculture.com

Tommy Galan
1580 74th Street
Brooklyn, NY 11228
galanlaw@aol.com

Steve Roch
685 S. Arthur Ave. #9
Louisville, CO 80027
steve.roch@crmculture.com
CRM Culture brings a revolutionary software application to
the world of continuing legal education. CRM for CLE was
built specifically for the thought leaders in continuing legal
education bringing you the experts’ choice in seminar and
CLE management. And now, this process is available to you in
a single, affordable, all-in-one package.

CrowdCompass, Inc.
http://www.crowdcompass.com
Billy McGee
2024 SE Clinton St, Ste 202
Portland, OR 97202
billy@crowdcompass.com
CrowdCompass creates conference and tradeshow mobile
applications. By combining event guides, maps, QR code
scanning, messaging, and social networking in native
apps for iPhone, iPad, Blackberry, and Android devices.
CrowdCompass enables event organizers to produce better
connected, less wasteful, and more successful events.

Fastcase
http://www.fastcase.com
Nina Steinbrecker
1155 15th St NW, Ste 1000
Washington, DC 20005
csteinbrecker@fastcase.com
Using patented software that combines the best of legal
research with the best of web search, Fastcase helps
members find the most useful cases, statutes, and CLE books
fast. Follow us on Twitter @fastcase or visit http://www.
fastcase.com.
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Improv(ed) legal skills is an interactive continuing legal
education experience where attorneys learn how the
techniques of improvisation will give them an edge in
communication, public speaking, dealing with the unexpected
and more.

InReach Legal
http://www.inreachce.com
Heather Eilers
5700 South Mopac Ste. C310
Austin, TX 78749
heilers@inreachce.com
InReach is the leading provider of continuing education
management solutions. The first and most widely used
solution for bringing accredited CE online, InReach
technology, services, and experience have helped hundreds
of organizations expand their continuing education programs
beyond in-person events. Over the last ten years, the legal
community has successfully leveraged InReach to produce,
manage, distribute, and profit from successful distance
learning programs, with minimal effort, cost, or risk. Today,
InReach is the leading provider of CLE management solutions
and services in the US. For more information contact us at
(888) 892-7676 or visit us at http://www.inreachce.com/.

Kindest Thanks...continued

Internet for Lawyers

Lexum

http://www.netforlawyers.com

http://www.lexum.com

Carole Levitt
1024 Cristanos Dr.
Bernalillo, NM 87004
clevitt@netforlawyers.com

Pierre-Paul Lemyre
4200 Boulevard St. Laurent
Montreal, Quebec HZW 2RZ Canada
lemyrep@lexum.com

For over ten years, Internet For Lawyers (IFL) has been
teaching lawyers how to become Cybersleuths by using free
and low-cost investigative Internet resources, from Google,
to social networking sites, public record sites, and more.
IFL’s turn-key CLE seminars, always evaluated by lawyers
as the most useful and entertaining seminar they’ve ever
attended, also cover technology tools and tips for lawyers,
and one hour of ethics can be added to any all-day seminar.
Company principals Carole Levitt, JD, MLS and Mark Rosch
are recognized experts in the field of using the Internet and
technology in the practice of law and are ABA authors. They
have partnered with many bar associations to conduct allday seminars and also shorter seminars at the bars’ annual
meetings and solo and small firm conferences. Carole and
Mark have also spoken at various technology conferences
(e.g., the ABA Tech Show and Legal Tech), law firms,
government agencies, and corporations. Carole and Mark
have written for Los Angeles Lawyer, Law Technology News,
Texas Reporter, Legal Information Alert, LLRX.com, and
FindLaw.com, etc., and have been interviewed by numerous
publications, such as New York Times, & USA Today, The Wall
Street Journal, California Lawyer, Lawyers Weekly USA, and
Law.com. Carole and Mark have authored many books for
the ABA: Find Info Like a Pro: Mining the Internet™: Public
Records for Investigative Research, V. 2 (2011), Find Info Like
a Pro: Mining the Internet™: Publicly Available Resources for
Investigative Research, V.1 (2010), Google For Lawyers (2010)
and two editions of The Lawyer’s Guide to Fact Finding on the
Internet (2003 and 2006), as well as eleven editions of The
Cybersleuth’s Guide to the Internet (2000-2011).

Lexum is the main provider of freely accessible Canadian
legal information on the internet. It specializes in the legal
technologies and legal publishing. The team is comprised of
40 professions with backgrounds in law, computer sciences,
and information sciences.

Madison Commercial Real Estate Services
http://www.madisoncres.com
Keren Peters
1125 Ocean Ave.
Lakewood, NJ 08701
kpeters@madisoncres.com
Madison Learning Center (MLC) provides complimentary
seminars to Bar Associations for their real estate and tax
sections on Title Insurance and Closings, Real Estate Financial
Due Diligence, CAM Audits, Advanced 1031 Exchanges,
Distressed Asset Acquisitions, Cost Segregation, etc. There
is no sales information in our pure-content seminars. Our
presenters are highly-experienced attorneys or CPAs and
foremost experts in their field. Courses are approved for 1, 2
or 3 CLE credits. With 10 or more attendees, we do not charge
Bar Associations for our courses or travel expenses, but Bar
Associations may charge what they wish for these valuable
seminars. To schedule a seminar, contact Lainie Goldberg at
732-333-2783 or Keren Peters at 848-525-8200 or via email
at education@madisonlearningcenter.com.
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Marc Garfinkle Seminars, LLC

Mark Curriden’s CLE

Marc Garfinkle
2070 Millburn Avenue, Suite #1
Maplewood, NJ 07040
marc.garfinkle@gmail.com

Mark Curriden
3888 Everwood Lane
Addison, TX 75001
mark.curriden@gmail.com

Marc Garfinkle, author of “$olo Contendere: How to Go Directly
from Law School into the Practice of Law—Without Getting a
Job,” went solo in San Francisco right out of law school over
thirty years ago. Now on the East coast, he is still a practicing
trial lawyer and law professor. Today Marc Garfinkle Seminars,
LLC offers CLE and training for attorneys and law students,
with programs about going solo, “bridging the gap,” and
legal ethics. We will build a program around your needs.
Educational and entertaining, our seminars, workshops and
CLE stand out for their freshness and honesty.

Mark is a lawyer, national legal journalist and bestselling
author who speaks at bar associations, judicial conferences,
law schools and law firm retreats across the country. Mark
offers four CLE presentations: (1) Contempt of Court, which
tells the truth life story of the first two African-American
lawyers to take a case to the Supreme Court of the United
States. They represented a young black man in 1906 in
Tennessee falsely accused of rape, railroaded through the
criminal justice system and sentenced to death—all in three
weeks. In doing so, these lawyers made legal history. And
the case led to the creation of the ABA’s initial Canon of
Ethics and Professionalism in 1908. (2) Media Training, which
highlights the ethics, legalities and practicalities of using
the news media to promote a lawyers practice, clients and
promotes the administration of justice. The bottom line is that
more and more lawyers and clients want to use the media
to communicate their message and their legal arguments
to the public. (3) Writing Workshop, which guides lawyers
and judges interested in writing Articles, Op-Eds, Blogs and
even books. The Workshop teaches lawyers how to think
about writing, how to be a successful writer, and how to be
published. (4) Lions of the Trial Bar is a fascinating one-hour
CLE presentation, usually held during or following lunches or
dinners, in which Mark tells the stories of seven trial lawyers
who are 70 or older, who tried more than 100 jury trials and
continue to try cases before juries. It is a highly entertaining
and educational program. Mark’s CLEs have been approved
for CLE ethics and professionalism credits.

Peach New Media
http://www.peachnewmedia.com
Johnson Cook
3300 Highlands Parkway, Ste 290
Smyrna, GA 30082
jcook@peachnewmedia.com
Peach New Media believes in Knowledge Made Simple. The
leader in innovation for online CLE: providing Webinars,
Webcasts, Knowledge Communities for CLE providers. Stop
by and meet the Peaches!
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Kindest Thanks...continued

ReelTime CLE

The Sharper Lawyer

Chris Osborn, JD and Michael Kahn, JD, LPC
PO Box 5602
Charlotte, NC 28299-5602
info@reeltimecle.com

http://www.thesharperlawyer.com

ReelTime CLE’s unique, interactive format, built around
engaging film clips from such films as Michael Clayton,
Changing Lanes and The Dark Knight, is designed to make
getting ethics CLE credit a more enjoyable experience, to
promote greater awareness of the underlying causes of
ethical and professional misconduct, and to help attorneys
identify and implement practical steps toward maintaining
high ethical standards amidst the everyday and extraordinary
challenges they face. Contact Chris or Michael at (704) 9628023, or the above email, or stop by our booth to discuss
bringing ReelTime CLE to your jurisdiction or organization.
You’ll never see ethics quite the same.

Robert Musante’s Seminars
http://www.killerdepo.com
Robert Musante
PO Box 529
Alamo, CA 94507
musante@killerdepo.com
Robert Musante’s Seminars presents seven deposition crossexamination seminars. Relevant to every litigator in any type
of lawsuit, these seminars have earned rave reviews from
more than 40,000 litigators in 42 states, Eighty litigation
firms, eleven offices of state attorneys general, and sixty CLE
organizations have sponsored these uniquely valuable and
remarkably entertaining programs.

Cynthia Sharp
1503 Champlain Dr.
Voorhees, NJ 08043
sharptalk@me.com
The Sharper Lawyer (TSL) is a Professional CLE and
Attorney Coaching Entity. Cynthia Sharp, Esquire (founder
of TSL) is available to deliver live programs to law firms,
bar associations, and other legal organizations. Uniquely,
attorneys attending her courses will improve business
development, client relationship, and law firm management
skills while earning required CLE Ethics Credits. As a
practicing attorney, Cynthia spent 28 years building a
successful law firm during the course of which she became
a noted CLE lecturer having taught thousands of attorneys
and other professionals throughout the country over a period
spanning 20 years. TSL is fully accredited as a CLE provider
in Pennsylvania. Each course will be tailored to meet the
regulatory requirements of any jurisdiction. Check out http://
www.thesharperlawyer.com for a complete list of available
courses, vide brochure and testimonials. Better yet, give Cindy
a call at 609-923-1017.

William Bernhardt Writing Programs
William Bernhardt
2612 Murray Dr.
Midwest City, OK 73110
willbern@gmail.com
Award-winning attorney and New York Times bestselling
author William Bernhardt offers two acclaimed CLE
programs: Superior Legal Writing: Winning With Words, and
Superior Legal Drafting: Putting Words to Work.
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Come to New Orleans for good food, good music, and a good time...
Leave with new ways to breathe life into what you do!

JOIN US FOR THE PARTY OF THE YEAR

New Orleans

48TH ACLEA MID-YEAR MEETING

New Orleans, Louisiana • January 28—31, 2012
While you’re enjoying all that New Orleans has to offer, you’ll also be learning from the best minds in
CLE and legal publishing.
Here’s a taste of what we have planned:
·

Tips on designing “brain-friendly” CLE that translates into real learning.

·

Insights from “3 Geeks and a Law Blog” blogger Toby Brown.

·

Effective strategies to make social media marketing work for you.

·

Surprising success stories in CLE, publishing, and marketing—weird ideas that worked!

·

Popular “hot topics” roundtable discussions so you can learn from your colleagues.

·

Sessions that help you develop tomorrow’s leaders from within your organization or help you
develop your own leadership potential.

This is one party you can’t afford to miss!

Editor’s Note

The In the Loop Editorial Committee is sorry to see
its ranks diminished with the departure of three of its
most valued members, Charlie Huxsaw, Gaye Mara, and
Robert Spangler. Each of these individuals has made a
unique contribution to our committee, and each of them will
be missed. We thank them for their editorial contributions, and
we wish them well in their future pursuits.
Our committee welcomes as its newest member:
Melissa Arias of the New Jersey Institute for Continuing Legal
Education (NJICLE). A graduate of St. John’s University, Melissa
is a customer service representative at NJICLE. Not only has
she agreed to serve as a committee member, but also as a
contributor to ITL’s content; Melissa is writing an article for us on
how to deliver CLE video on demand for our upcoming Winter
issue. We look forward to learning from you, Melissa!
Finally, we are so pleased to announce that Linda Kruschke and
Christine Sanderman have signed on as co-editors of In the Loop:
Linda Kruschke is the director of legal publications for the
Oregon State Bar, where she is responsible for all print and
online legal resources and manages a staff of seven. Prior to
that, Linda was the publications director for Business Valuation
Resources. She graduated from Whitman College with a B.A.
in political science, and from Lewis & Clark Law School with a
J.D. cum laude.
Christine Sanderman is the associate director of educational
resources at the Legal Education Society of Alberta (LESA). At
LESA, Christine is responsible for all publications, both in print
and online. She graduated from the University of Alberta with
both a B. Comm. and an LL.B. You may still know her as Christine
Hunter—she was married in May of 2011 and is expecting her first
baby—a girl! Our best wishes regarding both events, Christine!
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